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1. Scope 

This addendum applies until further notice. 

Unless covered in this addendum, our normal behaviour policy continues to apply. 

We may need to amend or add to this addendum as circumstances or official guidance changes. We will 
communicate any changes to staff, parents and pupils 

 

2. Expectations for pupils in school 

2.1 New rules 

When pupils are in school, we expect them to follow all of the rules set out below to keep themselves and the 
rest of the school community safe. 

Staff will be familiar with these rules and make sure they are followed consistently.  

Parents will be informed of these rules by letter and ensure that their children follow the new procedures that 
have been put in place. Parents should contact the Headteacher if they think their child might not be able to 
comply with some or all of the rules, so we can consider alternative arrangements with them. 

All pupils must adhere to:  

● altered routines for arriving or leaving the school 

● only socialising with pupils who are in their ‘bubbles’ at school, including at lunch and break times 

● moving around the school (e.g. one-way systems, out of bounds areas, queuing) 

● the current guidance on social distances 

● hygiene rules: sneezing, coughing, tissues and disposal (‘catch it, bin it, kill it’) and avoid touching their 
mouth, nose and eyes with hands 

● washing their hands on arrival, before departure, and at regular intervals throughout the day 
 

●  wiping down toilet door handles, sinks and toilet surfaces with antiviral wipes before and after using 
them to protect themselves and others 
 

● using Anti-viral sanitiser and wipes regularly  
 

● telling an adult if they are experiencing symptoms of coronavirus 

● staying in / using the areas of the school that they are permitted to be in 
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● students will not be allowed off-site during the school day. 
 

● not coughing or spitting at or towards any other person 
 

● using their own equipment, stationery, books or other equipment. Students must bring everything with 
them that they will need for the day 
 

● using PPE (Personal Protective Equipment: masks and gloves) correctly and looking after their own PPE 
where necessary 
 

● respect everyone's right to wear PPE 
 

● plus any other rules and expectations that are sent out 
 
We expect students to be in the correct school uniform and not wearing jewellery - apart from one stud in each 
ear.  

2.2 Rewards and sanctions for following rules 

We will follow our normal procedures for rewards and sanctions 

2.3 Changed rules 

As long as this addendum applies, we will alter the following school rules regarding the attendance of pupils. 
We will promote attendance where we can for those pupils who have been requested to attend school. 
Parents should contact their child’s Head of Year or the Deputy Headteacher, Sarah Burman, if there are any 
issues concerning attendance.  However, during this time no parent or child will be penalised for not attending 
school. 

3. Expectations for pupils at home 

3.1 Remote learning rules 

If pupils are not in school, we expect them to follow all of the rules set out below. 

Parents should also read the rules and ensure their children follow them. Parents should contact their child’s 
Head of Year if they think their child might not be able to comply with some or all of the rules, so we can 
consider alternative arrangements with them. 

Pupils must: 

●  be contactable during required times – although the School will take into account that pupils may not 
always be in front of a device the entire time 

● complete work to the deadline set by teachers 

● seek help if they need it, from teachers or teaching assistants 

● alert teachers if they are not able to complete work 

● use proper online conduct, such as using appropriate language in messages 

3.2 Dealing with problems 

If there are any problems with pupils adhering to rules around remote learning, including if they don’t engage 
with the remote learning set for them, the following steps will be taken: 

       - the Head of Year will contact the pupil to try to solve the issues 

- the Deputy Headteacher will contact the pupil and their parents to identify barriers to learning and 
create an action plan. 
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- the Headteacher will be informed of any pupils who are still not working regardless of the support put 
in place and appropriate action will follow (this may include a virtual meeting). 

 

4. Monitoring arrangements 

We will review this policy as guidance from the local authority or Department for Education is updated, and as 
a minimum every 4 weeks by Sarah Burman, the Deputy Headteacher. At every review, it will be approved by 
the full governing board. 

 

5. Links with other policies 

This policy links to the following policies and procedures: 

● Health and safety policy 
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